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18.11.2006 To Minister
of Foreign Affairs of the
Ukraine
p. Tarasyuku B.I.
It cannot be stepped back!
Respected Boris Ivanovich!
I have wanted always (was desirable) to see the Ukraine in the European Union (Continental Alliance),
to see its democratic and safe for the Ukrainians.
Only after victory on the selections of Victor Andreevich Yushchenko the President of the Ukraine
became the hereditary intellectual of the Ukraine, the distant relative of the Hetman Kalnyshevskogo,
who actually began to fight for the future of Ukrainian people.
We sincerely and uncompromisingly support with Victor Andreevich Yushchenko and his foreign
policy and You this know (see www.cic-wsc.org ).
But position in the Ukraine is today very alarming. Especially, me disturbs the future of foreign policy
of the Ukraine, relation to it in the world. It is obvious that to You it is not possible to leave the post of
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Ukraine. But than to You can soak the old man into his 77 years,
whom already not long it did remain to sign and to write letters? Probably, only by facts, which will
give "on the hands", at least to two-three scoundrels, who vomit to foreign policy of the Ukraine in
order to convert it again into the marionette.
Therefore I direct to You the documents, which testify about the illegal actions in the flow of more than
one-and-a-half years in Donetsk’s Region in Mariupol the entire command of the officials, who were
supported by officials in city Donetsk and in Odessa. From Khust I only have the capability to You to
direct these pension documents, which for me in the nearest time will already lose any value. But today
still I can focus Your attention on the lawlessness, which is organized by all those, who actually hate
the Ukraine and its future, attempting to morally crush the scientist, this scientist does not want to
support criminal leaders in the "promoskovskikh"(Moscow’s) regions in Ukraine.
I transfer to You all rights to their publication, to their re-addressing in any international human rights
institute or organization (into Brussels, into New York, etc.), to their use in Your appearances, articles.
Greatly I want so that this would help You to preserve the course on the integration of the Ukraine with
the European Union (Continental Alliance).
With the sincere respect,
Valery Alexandrovich Vasiljev
President- chairman of the Azov department of the academy of economic sciences and owner's activity,
the academician of the Academy of economic Sciences of the Ukraine, Dr commerce, high empl.,
can.econ.scis.
P.S.
Custom-made letter with 62 sheets (weight 330 Gram) of applications was sent by 18.11.2006 g. from it
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city Khust, Zacarpathian region (receipt № 513/415590).
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